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Abstract

Two major approaches for calculating consumption-based carbon emissions can be distinguished: top-down approaches, in the form of multi-regional input-output (MRIO) models, and bottom-up approaches, in the form of life cycle assessment (LCA). Both approaches have pros and cons and are very data-intensive. Several MRIO databases have been developed and published over the past years. These databases, which have been refined and validated, will be used for policy analysis. As LCA is usually only applied to very specific products and product groups, analysis is limited and many products have not yet been looked at. This paper makes use of both a top-down and bottom-up approach to calculate the impacts of different policy measures on the development of consumption-based carbon emissions in the EU28 and on emissions elsewhere in the world. The policy examples used are the EU’s CO\(_2\) in Cars Regulations and the South African renewable energy initiative. The results from the top-down approach are then compared with those from the bottom-up approach. Both bottom-up and top-down approaches use the same underlying assumptions regarding the impacts, but due to the very different nature of the methodologies, differences in the results are observed, though sign and scope of the results are the same for the two cases. Part of the deviations can be explained by differences in methodology and scenario design due to these differences. It can be concluded that bottom-up and top-down approaches can and need to be applied to different policies and are generally complementary.
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1. Introduction

The approaches for calculating consumption-based carbon emissions can be divided into two broad categories: top-down approaches, in the form of multi-regional input-output (MRIO) models, and bottom-up approaches, in the form of process analysis commonly known as life cycle assessment (LCA). A review on other possible methodologies, e.g. material flow analysis, and further refinements or alterations of the two main approaches, e.g. physical input-output models, can be found in [1]. Both LCA and MRIO approaches have their pros and cons. They differ with respect to their level of detail, system boundaries and spatial and temporal resolution. While LCA usually looks at individual products or services and requires either substantial data collection or the use of available LCA databases, input-output models mostly consider readily available data (provided by national statistical offices or international institutions) on the aggregated industry or product group level. These different levels of detail have an immediate impact on system boundaries: the boundary of an LCA is usually the individual product and a few stages in its production chain [2]. In contrast, global MRIO models consider all industries in all countries around the globe (though that does not necessarily mean that all countries are modelled individually; in most models, some countries are aggregated into regions). Hence, the system boundary of MRIO analysis is much wider than the system boundary of LCA, but MRIO models use average industry/product group data, so that the true impact of a certain product belonging to that industry/product group may be hidden. Various forms of hybrid approaches have been developed recently [3]-[6].

The paper at hand uses both methodologies to analyze the impact of two different policy measures on EU28 consumption-based carbon accounts. Both bottom-up and top-down approaches use the same underlying assumptions regarding the policy impacts, but due to the very different nature of the methods, differences in the results have been found and need to be explained. Carbon policies in a country or a group of countries will also have impacts on emissions in other parts of the world through global trade and production chains. A major objective of the paper is to show these impacts and what can be expected from a combination of both approaches. In the future this kind of accounting may become important to define and understand the different impacts of additional national carbon policies to meet the ambitious climate targets of the Paris agreement from December 2015. Though focusing on carbon, both case studies look into resource use and policy and could be extended from carbon emissions and underlying fossil fuel consumption to other emissions and resources.

The paper is structured as follows: in the methods Section 2 short individual overviews on LCA and MRIO analysis are presented. Further, the possible combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches in the form of hybrid LCA analysis is briefly discussed. Finally the GRAM model applied as MRIO is briefly introduced and necessary additions for the car case study are presented. In Section 3 the two case studies, the policy examples of the EU CO2 in cars regulation and the South African renewable energy procurement programs and its impact on aluminium production and related energy consumption are introduced. Results of the bottom-up and the top-down analysis are compared after showing the individual results. The final Section 4 gives both methodological and policy conclusions.

2. Methods

2.1. Bottom-Up Methodologies

LCA is the systematic analysis of the environmental impacts of products, services, processes and policies (hereafter simply called “products”) during their entire life cycle (cradle to grave), including production, use and disposal phases. LCA is used to understand and quantify the environmental impacts of products; it enables the comparison of alternatives to identify the best option based on environmental impact. It is widely used to improve products at the design stage; the largest environmental impact of a product can be identified so that its design can be improved. In improving a product’s design, an LCA approach will ensure that its environmental burdens are not just shifted in the product system between environmental indicators but improved overall [7].

The International Organisation for Standardisation [8] provides guidelines for conducting a process-based LCA within the series ISO 14040 and 14044. While the ISO standards provide a systematic framework, data requirements, analysis boundaries and assessment methods are not specified.

The bottom-up approach divides the life cycle of a product or process into distinct life cycle stages. The stages covered by LCA include raw material acquisition, material processing, manufacture and assembly, use and service, and recovery and disposal. Each of these stages can include material and energy inputs as well as waste
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Material and energy requirements are determined for each of the stages, the outputs are determined and the total for the whole life cycle is estimated in the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI). Impact factors are then used to scale each inventory item (for example, the global warming impact of producing a raw material will be given in units of kg CO₂-equivalent per kg of raw material), and the contributions summed to determine the overall Life Cycle Impact Assessment, which is often determined for a number of environmental impacts. This approach for LCA was introduced in the 1960s for cleaner production and has had broad applications in industry and academia. It has been used widely in the analysis of power generation fuel cycles such as coal, gas, wind, solar, etc. [9].

2.2. Top-Down Methodologies

Multi-regional or inter-country input-output (MRIO) models are applied economic research and analysis tools. Leontief published an environmental economic extension of input-output models as early as 1970. Using environmentally extended MRIO models, it is possible to identify the carbon emissions embodied in international trade and analyze all direct and indirect linkages between consumption, value added along the production chains and emissions associated with production and trade in different regions of the world. “For consumption-based accounting of greenhouse gas emissions in global carbon footprint analyses, MRIO has already become the norm.” [10], p. 1983. Different publications using MRIO focus on footprints of nations (e.g. [4], [6]), Still, there have only been few policy specific applications of global MRIO models so far. Some of these were initiated by the UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), which has now included indicators relating to consumption-based emission accounts in the headline indicators for sustainability [11].

Different MRIO databases have been published in recent years. These include models based on GTAP (e.g. [12]); EORA [13]; OECD [14]-[16]; EXIOBASE [17] and WIOD [18] data. The models not only differ because of differences in the datasets (geographical, time and sectoral coverage), but also due to different measurement methodologies or underlying assumptions [19]. Still, the qualitative outcomes of all models with regard to regional distribution of consumption-based emissions are the same as analyzed by [20]. Even though the details differ, the underlying mathematical model is exactly the same and described in detail in the literature [13] [17] [18] [21]. A technical description of the MRIO used in this paper, GRAM, can be found in [15]. It is briefly presented in 2.4.

2.3. Hybrid Analysis

To overcome the greatest limitations of top-down and bottom-up analyses, discussed in detail in [6], hybrid IO-process-based methodologies were developed (see [22] for a description of the historical development, and [23], for a description of hybridization of MRIOs). Hybrid analysis combines IO analysis and process analysis with the aim of minimizing their inherent errors by maximizing the overall completeness and accuracy [3], [23]-[28]. Most of these studies deal with individual products in one country (e.g. [23] [29]-[31]). Only recently this type of analysis was also applied at the meso/macro-level. However this was limited to selected industrial sectors in Taiwan [32].

Rather than applying a hybrid analysis, our research suggests that for certain cases the bottom-up LCA methodology is more applicable, while for other applications the results generated by an MRIO analysis are more useful. This will be shown in the next sections using two case study examples.

2.4. GRAM Model for Top-Down Analysis

The Global Resource Accounting Model (GRAM) is an MRIO system covering 48 industries in 62 countries and the rest of the world for the years between 1995 and 2011 [15] [16]. The system is based on input-output tables (IOTs) and bilateral trade data of the OECD and data on CO₂ emissions from fuel combustion of the IEA. The OECD IOTs are not available for every year. The data for the missing years has been interpolated and scaled to the UN System of National Accounts aggregates data.

For modelling the effect of the diffusion of new technologies such as renewable energy or hybrid and electric cars, the economic structure or some industries need to be changed. This is described in detail for the case of solar and wind power in [33]. A diffusion of these technologies affects the input structure of three industries, electrical machinery and apparatus, which produces solar photovoltaic modules, the machinery and equipment in-
duty, which produces wind turbines and the electricity industry, as fewer fossil fuels are needed. When fewer fossil fuels are used by the electricity industry, the CO₂ intensity of the electricity industry is reduced. In addition, investment (gross fixed capital formation in final demand) changes as more and more PV modules and wind turbines are installed.

For the car case study, presented in 3.2 similar changes to the input-output system need to be explained. The product “car” is part of industry “21 Motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers”. Introducing new car technologies affects three GRAM variables: input structure $A$, final demand $Y$, and emission intensity $e$, see Figure 1. The input structure is affected because electric cars need electric motors and batteries and no internal combustion engines. The structure of final demand changes, because electric cars are more expensive and final users use more electricity and less petroleum products. The emission intensity of the transport sector changes, because fewer cars use petroleum products and more cars use electricity to provide energy for the motor (see [34] for more detail). This results in changes (as displayed in Figure 1) of inputs from six industries in GRAM. These industries are among those in which are the highest emissions embedded in EU motor vehicle, trailer and semi-trailer demand.

The change from internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles to hybrid motor vehicles (HEVs) or battery electric motor vehicles (BEVs) affects the input coefficient structure (variable $A$) of two industries in GRAM (see Figure 1): 21 motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers, reflecting the changing input structure when building motor vehicles and thus relating to emissions embedded in upstream production including imports, and 33 land transport; transport via pipelines, reflecting the changing use of fuels—electricity instead of petroleum products and thus relating to in-use emissions, i.e. petroleum products and electricity.

The motor vehicle industry needs fewer internal combustion engines and parts that are necessary for these engines as well as fewer rubber and plastics products, but more batteries and other electrical equipment used to build an electric motor. Sugawara and Shibusawa [35], using the Japanese input-output table, are able to differentiate between the industries “motor vehicles”, “motor vehicle parts” and “internal combustion engine”. The first of these is the industry that actually produces the cars, while the other two provide inputs for ICE vehicles. Therefore the inputs of these two industries into “motor vehicles” decreases, while the inputs of industries “other electronics and electronic products” (which is assumed to produce the batteries) and “heavy electrical equipment” (which is assumed to produce the electrical motors) increase.

**Figure 1.** Changes in GRAM variables. This figure shows the MRIO variables emission intensities $e$, intermediate coefficient matrix $A$, and final demand $Y$ in tabular form. Six sectors, highlighted in blue, are affected by the changing structure of the car industry. The direction of the change in the corresponding variables is marked by a + or − in the entry of the tables.
In the given ISIC Rev. 3 industry classification in GRAM, industry “21 Motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers” includes all of “motor vehicles”, “motor vehicle parts” and “internal combustion engine”, and “other electronics and electronic products” and “heavy electrical equipment” are part of “18 Electrical machinery & apparatus, nec.”. Still, it is possible to do a similar simulation as has been done in [35], by changing the input coefficients of “21 Motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers” as displayed in Table 1.

The new input coefficients are calculated as a weighted average of the original input coefficients and the input coefficients for the new technologies. The weights correspond to the share of the different car technologies in total car manufacturing. For the simple scenario calculated here, we assume the following shares of electric cars in total car manufacturing based on the “Current Policy Initiatives” Scenario from the bottom-up case study for the year 2030 and corresponding shares in the car fleet, see Table 2. The shares in the car fleet indicate the changing demand for energy sources—diminishing for petroleum products and increasing for electricity.

**Table 1. Changes in input structure of “21 Motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers” for electric cars and “33 Land transport, transport via pipelines” and final demand.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>21 Motor vehicles, trailers &amp; semi-trailers</th>
<th>33 Land transport, transport via pipelines</th>
<th>Final demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber and plastics products</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.035$^a$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical machinery &amp; apparatus, nec</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>+0.175$^b$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicles, trailers &amp; semi-trailers</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-0.10$^c$ +4%$^d$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production, collection and distribution of electricity</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>increase in electricity = ⅓ decrease in oil use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 Land transport

All changes absolute

All changes relative

$^a(0.00$ [34] + −0.07 [37])/2 = −0.035,
$^b(0.20$ [34] + 0.15 [37])/2 = +0.175,
$^c(−0.10$ [34] + −0.105 [37])/2 = −0.10,
$^d$which is the percentage change in inputs in 21. The numbers used here are estimated based on [36], [37] as used in [35].

**Table 2. Share of car technologies in production and car fleet based on CPI scenario of the bottom-up case study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Share in</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Car fleet</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Car fleet</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Car fleet</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Car fleet</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Car fleet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-EU Europe</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US/CA/MX</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR/LAC</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India/MENA</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR/LAC</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India/MENA</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We further assume that electric cars are manufactured in the eight countries with existing production capacities for electric vehicles: Japan, US, France, UK, Korea, Spain, China, Germany. This excludes other countries with high shares in global car production, such as India, Brazil and Mexico.

These production numbers need to be complemented with user penetration rates in the car fleet (Columns “car fleet” in Table 2) to be able to change both the inputs into road transport industry (electricity versus petroleum products) and the direct emission intensity of the transport sector itself as fewer cars run on petroleum products and more on electricity as described below. The same is true for final demand for electricity versus petroleum products. In addition, both the transport sector and final demand need to spend more on products of “21 Motor vehicles, trailers & semi-trailers”, because these need in total 4% more inputs, which are assumed to have an impact of 4% on prices, i.e. the price of industry 21 increases by 4%:

$$\Delta p_{21} = 4\%$$

This translates via the real input coefficient and the relative prices into an increase of 4% of the nominal input coefficient

$$AN_{21,33} = (p_{21}/p_{33}) AR_{21,33}$$

when assuming that the price of industry 33 does not change. These coefficient changes are applied to the following countries (representing about two thirds of total global new cars in use), assuming that these are the countries in which the electric cars are used: EU28, all non-EU OECD countries (except Chile), Mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

The domestic road transport industry (33 Land transport; transport via pipelines) uses less gasoline and diesel from industry “8 Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel” and more inputs from the electricity industry “26 Production, collection and distribution of electricity”. Here, we can assume that mostly imports from the petroleum products industry are affected, as it is the interest to first use domestically produced petroleum products, to decrease the import dependency. The increase in electricity consumption, however, can be assumed to primarily affect the domestic industry (if enough electricity is available). Thus, while the import coefficient of industry “8 Coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel” decreases the domestic input coefficient of “26 Production, collection and distribution of electricity” increases for industry “33 Land transport; transport via pipelines”. The change of the input coefficient of industry 21 is explained in the previous paragraph. The same changes apply to the final demand structure.

In addition, not only does the input structure of industry 33 (land transport) change, but also the emission coefficient, because it uses less petroleum products and thus creates fewer direct emissions from energy use. This will be reflected in the energy balance where the use of energy carrier “Oil products” decreases, while the use of energy carrier “Electricity” increases. The emission intensity of industry 33 will therefore decrease depending on the share of ICE vehicles in the total fleet. In the case of a complete switch to electric vehicles, the direct emission intensity decreases to zero.

3. Results and Discussion

For two industries with high direct and embedded carbon emissions that are identified in 3.1, changes in consumption-based emissions are calculated top-down and bottom-up as two case studies. Top-down analysis makes use of the MRIO model GRAM. For each bottom-up analysis specific LCA analysis is applied.

3.1. Selection of Industries for Further Analysis

To get a first impression on which groups of goods and services consumed in the EU have high embedded emissions, the MRIO analysis was applied. The upper part in Figure 2 displays the amount of carbon embedded in the consumption of final goods in the EU28 in 2010 for the 48 industries modelled in the MRIO GRAM. According to input-output methodology, each industry produces a homogeneous product. The industries are ranked according to the import content of embedded carbon emissions. Those industries that will be analyzed in more detail below are marked with red arrows. Note that the numbers presented here exclude residential emissions and emissions from private road transport, which are estimated to be about 50% of total transport emissions. These emissions were not considered in the system since they are direct domestic emissions not embedded in traded products.
Figure 2. CO₂ emissions embedded in goods consumed in the EU28 in 2010 in Mt CO₂ according to origin (emitted within EU28 or outside EU28).

The carbon embedded in goods and services finally consumed within the EU28 countries in 2010 differed significantly between the industries. This is mainly due to large differences in underlying final demand for these products. While “5 textiles, textile products, leather and footwear” (uppermost red arrow) is an industry that mostly produces final products, the basic metals industry (“13 Iron and steel” and “14 Non-ferrous metals”, included in “others”) mainly produce intermediate products, and so the final demand for products from these industries is very small. Furthermore, the share of embedded carbon imports differs across industries. While for products from the textiles industry, less than a quarter of the embedded emissions occurred within the territory of the EU28 countries (and thus more than three quarters are emitted elsewhere in the world), the share of embedded carbon imports in total embedded carbon for products from the food industry (4) is only one third.

The lower part of Figure 2 shows the industries in which emissions occur during the production of goods and services that are eventually consumed in the EU28. The industries are again ranked according to emissions produced outside the EU. The industry to which more than 40% of the total and more than one third of imported consumption-based emissions can be traced back is Production, collection and distribution of electricity (26). Ranked second is Mining and quarrying of energy resources (10% of imported, but only 4% of total consumption-based emissions), closely followed by Land transport (33) (10% of imported, 15% of total) and Iron and steel (13) (10% of imported, 5% of total). The mining and quarrying of energy resources industry extracts the
resources used for electricity production and the iron and steel industry produces a major part of the materials used for motor vehicles production.

On the basis of these results and a stakeholder workshop, the case studies chosen concern vehicles industry, as well as electricity production, as indicated by the red arrows in the figures. For the example of motor vehicles, the comparison of the upper and lower part show how important they are from a final demand perspective while being insignificant from a production perspective.

3.2. EU’s CO$_2$ in Cars Regulation

The CO$_2$ in Cars Regulation [38] is a phased set of mandatory emissions reduction targets applied to all new passenger vehicles entering the European marketplace. These fleet-wide targets represent the cornerstone of the EU’s strategy to reduce the emissions of cars bought in Europe. This case study investigated the potential impact on both in-use and embedded emissions of the policy in relation to the 130 g/km and 95 g/km targets set for vehicles in 2015 and 2021 respectively.

3.2.1. The Bottom-Up Analysis

The bottom-up approach undertaken in this case study aimed to include the full life cycle impacts of the production and use of passenger cars split into two categories of:

- In use emissions—The CO$_2$ emissions associated with operation of the vehicles i.e. emissions related to fuel use.
- Embodied emissions—The CO$_2$ emissions embedded in the material extraction, manufacturing of and disposal of vehicles.

Both European and international data was required to develop the models on which to base the analysis. These included TREMOVE stock model data for the passenger car sector, forecast of vehicle efficiency standards scenarios to 2030 and LCA data to provide embedded emissions for vehicles technologies forecast to 2030 [39].

For the purposes of the investigation, scenarios were chosen envisioning four possible market pathways (see descriptions in key of Figure 3). The scenarios were based upon extensive previous research, including that underpinning the “EU Transport GHG: Routes to 2050 II” project report published in July 2012 [40].

This data was then applied in the context of the scenarios utilizing the Ricardo AEA SULTAN transport model, which allowed calculation of fleet emissions based on key criteria of vehicle numbers (by age, and technologies) and forecast vehicle efficiency standards as defined by the technical scenarios developed.

The results of this analysis for 2030 are summarized in Figure 3. This indicated a large potential reduction in the in-use emissions resulting from passenger cars combined with a marginal increase in the embodied emissions required to manufacture more technologically advanced vehicles, such as battery electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.
3.2.2. The Top-Down Analysis

Changes implemented in the MRIO GRAM are described in Section 2.4. Note that the changes as such are comparable to the assumptions in the bottom-up case study. However, the top-down analysis takes into account all direct and indirect global effects. In addition, the analysis is a “static” scenario based on the model structure of 2010, not accounting for changing intermediate demand structures and changing trade patterns until 2030.

The results of the EU CO2 in Cars Regulation scenario (corresponding to the CPI scenario in the bottom-up analysis) take into account both the changes in the production structure (see Figure 1) and the changes in final demand, that are consistently implemented in the model. Figure 4 shows that in the CPI scenario total consumption-based emissions in the EU are reduced by 0.4% (rightmost grey bar, left vertical axis). Emissions within the EU are reduced by 0.6% and emissions embedded in imports are reduced by 0.1% (not displayed in graph). The negative green bars indicate reduced in-use emissions in the transport sector, the positive blue bars show higher carbon intensity of new car technologies. The grey colored bars (sum of green and blue) show the percentage change in emissions originating from the named countries/regions. The highest negative change in emissions occurs in Norway, while emissions in India, China, South Africa and the ASEAN countries increase. This is due to the relatively carbon intensive electricity production and the use of more electricity by the transport sector and private car usage.

3.2.3. Bottom-Up versus Top-Down Analysis

The top-down findings show a shift in emissions in car life cycles: emissions embedded in demand for land transport activities (in-use emissions, EU28-green bar) are reduced, while emissions embedded in final demand for motor vehicles (car production phase, embedded emissions) increase. However, the scale of the changes differs. This can be explained by the fact that passenger cars (which are the subject of the bottom-up analysis) represent only a small share of industry “21 Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers” and a fraction of the transport mode used in “33 Land transport; transport via pipelines”. This is where one of the disadvantages of the aggregation of goods and services in MRIO analysis becomes apparent. As well as motor vehicles, 33 includes “freight rail transport”, “freight transport by road and removal services”, “passenger rail transport, interurban”, “other passenger land transport” and “transport via pipelines”. The bottom-up analysis only considers passenger transport, which is only a fraction of the sub-category “other passenger land transport” of industry 33. The percentage changes visible in the top-down analysis at the industry level therefore should be smaller and are smaller than those apparent from the bottom-up analysis.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Percentage change in emissions embedded in total final demand of EU (grey) and of the final demand of EU for goods from industries 21 (blue) and 33 (green) by origin. Changes in EU consumption-based emissions (total EU demand—grey, EU demand for motor vehicles—blue, EU demand for transport services—green) originating in the countries displayed on the horizontal axis.
Both bottom-up and top-down analyses suggest that the production of new car technologies is more emissions intensive than the production of cars with internal combustion engines. The total effect on emissions depends on the emission intensity of production of electricity needed for using the cars. If the additional electricity needed in Europe is provided by carbon-free renewable energy, emissions within the EU decrease. In case of India or China, where current electricity production is very carbon intensive, total emissions (embedded plus in-use) may even rise when switching from internal combustion engines to the new technologies in these countries.

3.3. South Africa Renewable Energy Producer Procurement

South Africa’s electricity mix is dominated by coal (94%) and only entails 1% renewables including hydro ([41]). Therefore, in 2011, the government of South Africa introduced the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) of installing 17.8 GW renewables by 2030 and the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP), which aimed at procuring renewable energy installations of 3725 MW by 2016, and an additional 3200 MW by 2020. Using both a bottom-up analysis and a top-down MRIO approach, this case study looks at three scenarios for the impact of these plans on the carbon embedded in aluminium produced in South Africa and consumed in the EU:

- Reference scenario: This is a projection of emissions assuming that no climate change mitigation actions have taken place since 2010.
- REIPPPP and IRP renewables + additional measures scenario: Assuming all the renewable targets under the REIPPPP policy and the 2020-2030 planned IRP renewables are implemented. The IRP scenario includes renewable energy, plus other low carbon technologies included in the IRP plan.
- REIPPPP and IRP renewables-only scenario: The impact of just the renewable technologies introduced due to the REIPPPP and IRP.

The case of aluminium is chosen, as production is very electricity intensive (and carbon intensive in the case of South Africa) to highlight the impact of this process for EU consumption-based emissions.

3.3.1. Bottom-Up Analysis

The first step in the bottom-up analysis was to determine the effect that the REIPPPP policy and the IRP 2010-2030 had on South Africa’s electricity generation capacity (see Figure 5). Both policy scenarios show that as...
the percentage of renewable energy increases, the coal generation decreases and so does the GHG intensity of the electricity mix. It was found that, by 2020, the REIPPPP policy should result in approximately 16% of the South African electricity generation capacity being made up of renewable energy, compared to an estimate of just over 4%, if no additional renewable energy policy were in place. By 2050, the renewable capacity could reach nearly 35%. This significantly reduces the usage of coal for electricity production, enabling a decoupling of resource use and production.

The above will have an effect on the GHG emissions in the aluminium production process and the embodied energy of aluminium produced in South Africa. The next step in the analysis was to quantify this effect. It was calculated that, by 2020, the emission intensity in the production process, for both new scenarios, could reduce by an estimated 6% and by 2050, the emission intensity of production could decrease by half for the renewables + additional measures and a quarter for the renewables only scenario.

The aluminium produced in South Africa had a CO₂ intensity of approximately 15 t CO₂/t in 2010, which is at the high end of the global spectrum, which ranges from 3 t CO₂/t to 17 t CO₂/t [42]. This figure only account for the electricity used in the production of aluminium so would be a little higher if other energy sources were taken into account. Both of the policy scenarios cause a reduction of the embedded emission of aluminium over time:

- The greatest reduction in emissions is observed in the REIPPPP and IRP renewables + additional measures scenario, where emissions could reduce to 10 t CO₂/t in 2030 and 7 t CO₂/t in 2050.
- The renewables only policy could result in a reduction of the CO₂ intensity to 13 t CO₂/t in 2030 and 11 t CO₂/t in 2050.

The final step was to assess the embodied emissions of aluminium imported into the EU. The results show that there will be a marked reduction in emissions imported into the EU over time as a result of the REIPPPP and IRP policy, with and without the additional measures. By 2050, emissions could fall from about 2 million tonnes CO₂e per annum in the reference policy to about 1.5 million tonnes CO₂e in the policy only scenario and to about 1 million tonnes CO₂e in the policy + scenario. This is a 24% reduction in EU carbon emissions from the consumption of South African aluminium in the renewable only policy, and a 51% saving in the REIPPPP and IRP renewables + additional measures scenario.

These results show that policies that increase renewable energy capacity in South Africa are expected to have a significant impact on the emissions intensity of the electricity generated. This in turn will reduce the embedded emissions of aluminium produced in South Africa, and its benchmark emissions performance in comparison to other global suppliers.

### 3.3.2. Top-Down Analysis

MRIO analysis calculates impacts of changes in the South African power mix on consumption-based emissions in the EU. The anticipated deployment of renewable electricity generation technologies in South Africa affects two variables in the top-down model GRAM: intermediate input structure $A$ and emission intensity $e$ for South Africa. The emission intensity $e$ of electricity sector changes, while the emission intensity of the non-ferrous metals industry, which includes aluminium, remains the same, because, according to the energy balance, the non-ferrous metals industry does not use any fossil fuels directly. The intermediate input structure $A$ of industry 26 Production, collection and distribution of electricity changes as fewer fossil fuels are used. The inputs of coal (industry 2 mining and quarrying (energy)) are reduced.

The changes implemented here correspond to the changes displayed in the bottom-up case for 2030 for the two scenarios. In the scenario without additional measures, the coal inputs into the electricity generation sector are reduced by 11.6%, which corresponds to a drop in the emissions intensity of 9.3%. For the scenario with additional measures the implemented changes are $-31.4\%$ and $-29.0\%$ respectively.

These changes result in a reduction of 7% of production-based emissions in South Africa for the first scenario and of 20% when additional measures are implemented. In both cases, the emissions embedded in goods consumed in South Africa decrease relatively more than emissions embedded in exports. This is because most of the electricity is indeed consumed within South Africa.

The effects on consumption-based emissions of the EU28 countries are small, but visible, and are presented in Figure 6. Emissions embedded in imports for EU28 final demand decrease by 0.1% and 0.5% for the two scenarios respectively (see Column (2)). When only considering emissions embedded in imports that originate from South Africa, the reductions are 6% and 19%, respectively for the two scenarios (Column (3)).
3.3.3. Bottom-Up versus Top-Down Analysis

This analysis shows that policies that increase renewable energy capacity in South Africa are expected to have a significant impact on the emissions intensity of the electricity generated. This in turn will reduce the embedded emissions of aluminium produced in South Africa, and its benchmark emissions performance in comparison to other global suppliers. The total amount of EU consumption-based emissions saved due to electricity generation from renewables in South Africa is about ten times as high as those related to aluminium.

Aluminium is mainly an intermediate product, i.e. it is not itself a final good, but rather embedded in a large variety of final goods, e.g. bikes, computers, cars, buildings, etc. Calculated from the bottom-up, the emissions embedded in aluminium imports from South Africa therefore represent the emissions embedded in intermediate goods and not in final goods consumed in the EU. This shows one of the most significant differences between the top-down and bottom-up approach: system boundaries. While the top-down approach can capture the entire effect on European consumption-based emissions of the South African renewable energy policy, the bottom-up approach, only looks one of the most energy intensive products, which is mainly an intermediate product for final demand goods.

The difference between the results of the bottom-up and the top-down analysis stem from two sources: First, the top-down results consider direct (emissions embedded in goods directly imported from South Africa into the EU) and indirect emissions embedded in final demand, i.e. also the emissions that occurred during production of intermediate goods in South Africa that were then further processed somewhere in the world, before they were imported into the EU. Second, the non-ferrous metals sector encompasses other metals than aluminium as well. In addition, the top-down analysis includes the total impact of the South African Renewables Initiative, not only the effect on emissions embedded in aluminium and it includes the effect on emissions embedded in final demand and not only in the intermediate product aluminium.

4. Conclusions

The above analysis shows that different policies aimed at reducing carbon emissions can be analyzed from a consumption perspective with both a bottom-up and a top-down approach. The bottom-up approach entails specific life cycle assessment, while the top-down approach uses multi-regional input-output analysis. Both methodologies are applied to analyze two policies, the EU CO2 in Cars Regulation and the South African renewable energy plan, with regard to their effect on carbon embedded in goods and services consumed in the EU. The South Africa case study explicitly looks into the policy impact on aluminium production and related energy consumption.

For the two policies, the bottom-up and the top-down approaches give similar results (same sign and scope), but not the same numbers. This is due to very different level of aggregation. While the bottom-up analysis looks specifically at cars for the CO2 in Cars Regulation, the top-down approach only analyzes the industry “motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers”, of which “cars” are only one part. Thus, in this case, the results from the bottom-up analysis are more precise than those from the top-down analysis.

In contrast, for the renewable energy plan in South Africa, the top-down approach is able to capture all effects on carbon embedded in EU consumption, while the bottom-up analysis is only able to look at one product at a
time and cannot distinguish, of all the aluminium imported from South Africa into the EU, between that which
remains in the EU and that which is further processed and exported again. The top-down analysis takes into ac-
count all direct and indirect trade flows from South Africa to the EU and, therefore, the entire effect of the re-
duction in carbon emissions from electricity production in South Africa on carbon embedded in products con-
sumed in the EU. Further, using the MRIO approach is able to identify where in the world the emissions occur
that are embedded in EU consumption. Presented case studies demonstrate the international dimension of carbon
policies. Future design of national policies will have to take these interlinkages into account.

Both approaches are able to link local consumption to global impacts. The results and the comparison of the
results from the two approaches show that some policies and their effects on embedded emission in EU are easi-
er to model and analyze using the bottom-up approach, e.g. CO2 in cars, while for others, e.g. South African re-
newable energy, the top-down approach is more suitable. Thus, bottom-up and top-down approaches can and
need to be applied to different policies and are generally complementary. To summarize, bottom-up LCA and
top-down MRIO modelling can both be used to estimate the effects of policies on embedded carbon emissions.
LCA appears to be more precise when product-specific policies are being assessed. MRIO works better for wid-
er ranging policies, where multiple products are affected.

However, the findings are still limited to just two case studies. Further research is needed to look into other
policies as well as additional countries and to elaborate more general findings for the appropriate use and com-
bination of LCA and MRIO. This can either produce and then build on additional case studies or start from a
methodological point of view. Different types of analysis will have to be evaluated and structured concerning
their application. Hybrid approaches, which partly combine LCA and MRIO and could also focus on one of the
two methods, have also to be taken into account. They may turn out to be more appropriate for specific policy
evaluation.

Though focusing on carbon, both case studies look into resource use and policy and could be extended from
carbon emissions and underlying fossil fuel consumption to other emissions and resources. Experiences made
for the combination of LCA and MRIO approaches to analysis carbon emissions can help to apply both instru-
ments to global resource use and resource policies. While MRIO is able to analyze the role of consumption for
global resource use, LCA and MRIO should be combined to better understand impacts of mainly national re-
source policies.
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